Investigator Preference Questionnaire

Assuming you were using this participant’s diary, indicate approximately how much time (in minutes) it took you to analyze the following:

1. This past week’s paper diary: _________
2. This past week’s S/UIQ: _________

3. Assuming you were using this participant’s diary, indicate how much bother it was to analyze the paper diary:
   - Very much bother
   - Much bother
   - A little bother
   - No bother

4. Assuming you were using this participant’s diary, indicate the comparative value of the paper diary versus the S/UIQ:
   - Preferred paper diary much more than S/UIQ
   - Preferred paper diary somewhat more than S/UIQ
   - Preferred paper diary slightly more than S/UIQ
   - Preferred paper diary as much as the S/UIQ
   - Preferred S/UIQ slightly more than paper diary
   - Preferred S/UIQ somewhat more than paper diary
   - Preferred S/UIQ much more than paper diary